
Dear DSA Member, 

     As the DSA Board has stated in the past we believe there are many potential problems with the Sheriff's 
current pay job program.  To best protect our members and find answers to many of the questions raised by 
this program, we have researched the matter.  We have identified the following areas of concern:  LDF 
coverage, 4850 coverage, CalPERS retirement, protections by our MOU, and ethical considerations about 
the privatization of policing.  Though this email is long, we encourage you to take the time to read and 
understand the risks you and your family may incur when working pay jobs under the current system. 

LDF Coverage: 

      In November of 2012 we identified a potential problem between the new pay job program and our LDF 
coverage.  The concern was the LDF plan document definition of "course and scope of duty."  LDF has 
issued a response to this question.  We want to stress the fact that each potential LDF case turns on its own 
specific set of facts, and will likely have an impact on the final answer.  With that said, LDF identified 
three areas to consider. 

1)  Criminal Coverage - While working a pay job, it is likely a member will be covered for actions arising 
from performing a police action such as: use of force, critical incidents, shootings, in-custody deaths, 
etc.  However, if a member is subject to a criminal investigation, which did not arise from performing a 
police action, LDF will likely not provide coverage.  While working a pay job, a Deputy Sheriff has peace 
officer powers but is considered a security guard when not working for their employer.  By working in 
uniform, one is not automatically considered to be performing a police action. 

2)  Civil Liability/Defense - This is an area of great concern.  The same test as listed in #1 will be used to 
determine eligibility of coverage.  LDF may provide a defense against a civil action but it does not cover 
any civil penalties leveled against the respondent.  As an employee of the County, we are afforded 
"Qualified Immunity" while performing our lawful duties.  Qualified immunity protects both the County 
and you in civil suites for such actions as vehicle pursuits, in-custody deaths, etc.  In the event a member 
ends up in a civil suite and that member was within policy while working for the County, any successful 
judgment would be paid by the County, not the member.  In the case of pay jobs, you can almost guarantee 
the County will try to remove themselves from the "employer" definition.  The Sheriff stresses again and 
again they are "not the employer" for pay jobs.  This statement alone signifies their intent to avoid 
providing a legal defense or indemnity.  If you have, or know anyone who has been sued in State or Federal 
Civil Court, you know the importance of having qualified immunity. 

3)  Administrative Disciplinary Coverage - There is no real change here.  Since pay jobs are performed 
"off-duty" they are considered just like any other action performed off-duty.  LDF would provide a defense 
to any investigation and disciplinary proceedings pursued by the Sheriff (Internal Affairs). 

4850: 

     As part of the hourly rate charged to a pay job customer, the County collects money for Workers' Comp 
insurance.  Worker's Comp IS NOT 4850.  Under Labor Code 4850 we are provided specific protections, 
which extend to both our salary and medical benefits.  During our negotiations the County clarified they do 
not intend to provide 4850 coverage to anyone injured while working a pay job.  Once again, the County is 
stressing we are not their employee while working a pay job and they have also shown they do not intend to 
provide 4850 coverage in the event of an injury. 

     However, there are workers' comp cases involving Peace Officers who take police action while off-duty 
and are extended the benefits of 4850.  In the event of a critical incident, a DSA Member may be able to 
argue they were within the scope and course of their duties and should receive 4850 benefits.  The same 
argument may be successful if an injury or disability resulted while performing any police 



action.  However, consider how many 4850 claims result from performing a police action; maybe 50%?  A 
few examples are presented later in this letter. 

     Consider this; our members are being denied 4850 on a regular basis even when injured on-duty.  Even 
for claims which clearly fall within the presumptive injuries and illnesses defined under the Labor Code, 
our members have to hire lawyers to fight the County for benefits already provided by law.  Working a pay 
job also creates the problem of the County claiming any of the "presumed" injuries or illnesses did NOT 
occur at work.  Rather, the injury or illness could have occurred while working a pay job and therefore 
making benefits under 4850 even more difficult to obtain. 

     So what's the difference between 4850 and Workers' Comp?  Under Workers' Comp you will receive 
only 2/3 of your salary as opposed to 100% under 4850.  During the time you are on Workers' Comp, the 
County will use your sick and vacation time to make up any difference between Workers' Comp and your 
regular salary in order to maintain the equivalent of 80 hours per pay period.  Your medical benefits will 
continue as long as you have Workers' Comp insurance and STO/sick time.  After this period you will fall 
into a leave without pay status and the County will provide only basic, individual medical coverage (Kaiser 
or VHP as of the 2013 contract) for a total of 13 pay periods. 
 
     Family medical benefits will continue for 12 weeks under FMLA from the date of injury.  After 12 
weeks you will have to pay for the difference between the cost for individual medical and family medical 
costs. If you want an idea of how much medical benefits cost look at a pay stub. In 2014 the estimated cost 
for Kaiser with a spouse will be $18,000 (or about $690 a pay period).  Costs for Blue Cross or Health-Net 
will be even higher. 
 
     If you are considered permanently disabled or the County determines you are unfit for duty, you will be 
eligible for State Disability and lose your job.  What about PERS retirement and 50% tax free for being 
medically retired?  See the next section for a potentially disappointing answer. 
 
PERS: 
 
     There are three different types of retirement under PERS:  1) Normal – you reached retirement age, 2) 
Industrial – you were medically retired due to an injury sustained while within the scope and course of 
employment,  3) Disability – you were unable to reach retirement due to a disability not considered 
industrial.  It is possible the same tests used to determine whether you were within the "scope and course of 
employment" as a peace officer will determine whether one would receive an Industrial or Disability 
pension. 
 
     To qualify for an "Industrial Retirement", the injury causing disability must be tied to your work as a 
peace officer.  Industrial retirements can be contested by the employer and at times require the use of a 
lawyer to achieve (at the cost of the employee).  An industrial retirement provides 50% of your salary, tax-
free, for the rest of your life or until you achieve employment that pays the same or better. 

      A "Disability Retirement" can be obtained by an employee who is vested with PERS (5+ years), who is 
disabled, and unable to perform their job due to illness or injury.  The employee would be able to collect 
whatever they had earned up to the point of retirement.  Example:  If you had 25 years of service and didn't 
quite get to retirement age, you may receive a fairly decent pension.  If had just 5 years, you would likely 
see very little at all.  If you have less than 5 years...... sorry, you only get the cash value of what you 
contributed to PERS when they force you to cash out. 

     There are a few easy scenarios which an employee would likely receive an "Industrial Retirement":  shot 
by a suspect, hurt during a fight while affecting an arrest, injured while pursuing a suspect, etc. 

     However, think of all the reasons people have been medically retired while an employee of the 
County.  Many of these would not be covered while working a pay job.  How good are you at predicting the 
future?  Here are a few examples: 



     Example:  While working a pay job you are directing traffic and are run over by a car.  You were NOT 
working for the County NOR were you performing a policing function.  The County will likely argue you 
were simply directing traffic, something a private security guard or anyone could perform.  Likely 
result:  Disability pension. 

     Example:  While working a pay job you confront an armed suspect committing a robbery and are 
shot.  The injury is determined to be a permanent disability.  You were within policy and performing a 
police action as you were attempting to affect an arrest and overcome resistance.  Likely result:  Industrial 
retirement. 

     Example:  While working a pay job you fall, are injured while driving a car/golf cart, injured by falling 
debris, injured by construction equipment, get sick from exposure to toxins, or anything else not directly 
tied to performing a "police action."  Likely result:  Disability pension. 

MOU Protections: 

     The DSA's MOU provides many protections of which the most important in this discussion is 
4850.  Under our current MOU, an employee is provided 4850 for the full, one-year period regardless of 
whether or not the injury is considered a permanent disability before the one year time 
expires.  Example:  You lost your leg as a result of getting run over by a car.  It is likely the County will 
quickly come to the conclusion you cannot perform your job anymore.  They must still give you the full 
year before medically retiring you. 

      During contract negotiations in 2012 we presented a proposal to the County asking for the protections 
of the MOU to be extended to all DSA Members working pay jobs.  Not only did the County turn down the 
proposal, they countered with a proposal specifically exempting pay jobs from any MOU protections or 
rights.  Obviously, the DSA declined the proposal, as this would be a huge negative for our 
membership.  Once again, the County is telling us they have no intention of covering anyone working a pay 
job. 

Ethical Considerations on the Privatization of Policing: 

     This one should bother you not because you are a Deputy Sheriff, but because you are a citizen.  A trend 
occurring more and more is the transfer of traditional functions of policing to private security in an attempt 
to save money.  In some cases we could care less and it may be appropriate.  But because private security 
has its limits in not only it's authority but also its effectiveness, the trend seems to be to hire off-duty cops 
at close to private security rates.  A local example of this can be seen in the Downtown San Jose Business 
District.  The City of San Jose is unwilling to provide additional policing services to the Business District 
so the district has hired SJPD cops at a pay job rate.  The cops in these positions do exactly the same job 
they should be performing but ONLY for the district and at a lower wage. 

     This is where the ethical problem begins.  We are ending up with a scenario where the City of San Jose 
(or any policing power) provides less than adequate services to the public.  But for those who can afford it, 
they can pay for protection.  This idea seems contrary to the equal protection doctrine of 14th Amendment. 

     In an opinion letter issued in 1985, the Attorney General stated some of the policy concerns that arise 
from any public entity contracting to provide supplemental law enforcement services with private parties 
on a pay-as-you-go basis: 

              When the police act, then, they perform public 
              governmental functions that are fundamental to the 
              principal purpose of any representative government, to 
              wit, the protection of the people.  And when they act, 



              they do so on behalf and in the name of the people. 
              In short, they and other law enforcement agencies act 
              as the people's representatives in the enforcement of 
              the people's laws, and the duty they own in that 
              regard is to the public generally (within a respective 
              territorial jurisdiction) and not to any particular 
              segment or person.  An assault or theft works the same 
              duty on the police whether the victim be prince or 
              pauper.  Thus while it is true that with finite 
              resources a sheriff or chief of police can provide but 
              a limited degree of protection from crime, the duty 
              nonetheless remains to provide that degree, as 
              appropriate, throughout the city or county without 
              unjustifiably deploying protective services in one 
              area at the expense of another. 
  
              The sale of police services is not only antithetical 
              to the notion of a public law enforcement function, 
              but it also violates sound public policy, expressed in 
              Penal Code Section 70, subdivision (a), by making law 
              enforcement services subservient to those who would 
              pay for them.  If the policeman when acting in an 
              official capacity cannot be paid by the bank for 
              arresting the bank robber - neither should the city be 
              paid for posting the officer in front of the bank. 
              The influence of such payments is as potentially 
              corrupting on city or county officials deploying their 
              police forces as it is on the actions of the 
              individual officers, and time and again we have 
              inveighed against it as providing fertile field for a 
              possible conflict of interest.  Inevitably too, such 
              payments lead to the concentration of police services 
              for those who make the payments and a diminution of 
              police services for the rest of the community.  The 
              end result would be a system of law enforcement which 
              could not rightly be called a public service. 
  
              68 Op. Atty. Gen. Cal. 175 (1985) (citations omitted.) 
  

     For all the reasons stated above, we advise our members against working pay jobs under the current 
system as doing so exposes one to a significant risk of liability, loss of benefits, loss of work, and loss of 
income.  We will continue to monitor this program and bring forward any new, relevant facts.  If you have 
additional questions about the pay job program or this letter, please talk to a Rep. 

  

    - DSA Board -  


